Antibiotic Resistance

Antibiotics are important medicines that have been used to treat bacterial infections for 70 years but they are becoming less and less effective – Why?

Click the links below to find out more

Explaining Antibiotic Resistance   Superbugs

Devastating Earthquake hits Nepal

Thousands of people lost their lives and thousands more were injured in a 7.8-magnitude earthquake that hit Nepal's capital Kathmandu and its surrounding areas on 25 April.

Find out more

Nepal 2015   What is an earthquake?

SHARK

They’ve been about for about 400 million years, but sharks are one of the most misunderstood species on our planet. A major new BBC series aims to unlock the secrets of the shark.

Shark on iPlayer   Shark Factsheets

Citizen Science

Summer is coming and it’s a perfect time of year to find a citizen science project to get involved in. Whether you want to identify flowers, trees or lichen or count bees, birds or roadkill! There’s something for everyone of every age.

Wildlife Projects   Natural History Museum